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The Finnmark Region and the Alta Canyon has a rich cultural and natural history, where living in and of the land-
scape for millennia have been the foundation of survival.  The resulting heritage is not only important physical 
relics like the Hjemmeluft rock-carvings  but also present immaterial traces like an entrepreneurial spirit 
and appreciation of both experience- and knowledge-based expertise. The present ongoing production in the Alta 
territory is part of an ever-changing, living and productive heritage resting on the past. This living and productive 
heritage could in conjunction with the entrepreneurial mind-set of Alta to a greater extend be driven forward 
creating new inspiring synergies.  A new common reference point could be established, where the regional and 
local resources gathers, integrates and are on display. At this reference point the productive spheres of Alta could 
integrate and flourish, and people could meet across personal and professional divides, sharing ideas and interests. 
 
Skiferkaia and Bossekop, located at the border between the Alta Fjord and the Alta Canyon, and with major east-, 
west- and south-going roads within easy reach, would be the ideal location for such an endeavour. Relating Skiferkaia 
to Alta’s larger cultural landscape, entrepreneurial spirit, visiting tourists and local population would prove as a way 
forward in order to activate Alta’s productive heritage.

A New Epicentre For Entrepreneurship, 
Tourism and Local Production

1

What if Skiferkaia became the epicentre for entrepreneurship in Alta, a showroom for the Finnmark 
Region’s landscape-based production and a natural point of departure for responsible landscape 
tourism in the hinterland of Alta?

Agenda: Four Foci For Skiferkaia & Bossekop
This project proposes Skiferkaia and Bossekop as a new social epicentre for entrepreneurship, landscape tourism, 
local production and living. The project is guided by four foci:
 
–Entrepreneurship. Skiferkaia should provide the optimal foundation for entrepreneurial endeavours to unfold. 
By providing spaces for local start-ups to work and meet at Skiferkaia, synergy between existing and new actors 
is sought created. Already existing local knowledge produceres like Kunnskapsparken and The Arctic University 
of Norway | UiT are invited to collaborate with new initatives at Skiferkaia and join forces with young creatives. 
 
–Landscape Tourism. The already existing arctic tourism industry in Alta should be incorporated as part of the 
future Skiferkaia. Skiferkaia and Bossekop should be established as the keypoint for tourists exploring the landscapes 
of Alta and Finnmark. An expansion of the tourist industry should take a sustainable and responsible route seeking 
to educate both locals and visitors about arctic nature and landscapes. Focus should not only be on traditional sights 
but could also be pointed towards the importance of the cultural landscape of the Alta Canyon, including exploring 
the past, present and future relationships between humans and landscapes in the Arctic North.
 
–Local Production. Skiferkaia should be used as a means to highlight local produce for both locals and visitors. 
The architecture of Skiferkaia should be rooted in the materiality of the productive territory it is part of by using 
locally produced and excavated materials like wood and slate. Skiferkaia should not only serve as a showcase for lo-
cal materials, building technique and architecture but also for food production and craftsmanship taking place in Alta.

–Living. Alta’s population expects to grow 1% annual the coming years with a particular high proportion of young 
inhabitants. Skiferkaia should provide an inclusive and affordable form of living using the already existing amenities of 
Bossekop in close connection to the surrounding landscapes. The buildings should be built as dense low-rise to create 
an intimate feel and shield inhabitants from rough climate. The open spaces of Skiferkaia should be publicly accessible. 

Alta

Productive region // Land use
The productive landscapes surrounding  Skiferkaia is a diverse mix of 
both place-bound and moving resources.
The City,  Alta is the frame for social productivity, human interac-
tion and relations. Business, services, trade and knowledge is displayed  
through the building mass and diverse urban functions.   
The Agricultural Landscape consists of fields, farms and forestry. 
Patterns which display land uses to sustain contemporary living. 
The Natural Resources  Slate quarrying and the Alta Dam create 
visible traces of the extractive transformation of the landscape. 
The Reindeer Herding is an agricultural practices ‘in motion’ which 
cover a large territory and utilize the landscape different places through 
the year.

The sea and fjords within the Alta municipal region covers a 
total of 184 km2.   Whereas the place-bound production can be 
experienced in the inland landscape, the fjords display a more 
sporadic presence of the productive exploitation.
The Fishing Zones are ‘invisible layers’ wich can only be seen 
through maps. 
The Aquaculture Farms display the most prominent place-
bound productive use of the fjord at several locations along the 
coastline.
The Alta fjord is mainly related to Skiferkaia as a ‘infrastructure’ 
used for shipping and exporting of the slate products. 

Productive region // ‘Sea’use The Coastline & Skiferkaia
The coastline associated to Alta is subject to continuous  
transformations in different scale and speed.
The Geologic Transformation, The retreat of the ice-cape 
from the Fennoscandian shield 10.000 years ago has caused a 
slow ongoing transformation of the coastline where the land 
is uplifting 3.1 mm a year.  
The Cultural Transformation is part of the productive pro-
cesses from the slate mining.  The coastline in Skiferkaia has 
been transformed as a part of the development of the indus-
trial production and export of slate from the inland quarries 
13 km from Alta. 
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BOSSEKOP + SITE

New spaces at Skiferkaia

Felleskaia

Felleskjøpet

Øst-bygget

Alta Regional Visitor Centre & Local Production Showroom

Kaupangplassen

Fellesskapet Community Centre &  Indoor Market

Midt-bygget

Vest-bygget

New Student Housing

Bossekopkaia & Skiferplassen

Felleskaia functions as the social meeting point for the local kayaking club 
also running courses and tours for tourists. Fish are sold by local fishermen 
here on market days. A new maritime clubhouse is established with facilities 
to accommodate  the new use of the quay.

Losvarkollen 
150m

The local hardware store providing goods for farmers, reindeer herders 
and other professionals living off the landscape in the Alta hinterland. Fell-
eskjøpet will receive a central function of providing materials and hardware 
for the entrepreneurial segment at Skiferkaia.

The eastern part of the new residential development at Skiferkaia. Build-
ings are to be constructed using locally acquired and produced materials. 
Slate or wood is used for the roof as well as for the semi-private spaces 
surrounding the buildings. The building’s core structure and facade are to be 
made of wood from the Alta Hinterland.

A new regional visitor centre is established in the existing building, Standveien 48.  
The building will serve a key function as an information point for tourists wanting to 
explore the nature and landscape around Alta and in the whole Finnmark Region. At 
the Visitor Centre it is possible to rent kayaks, Moutainbikes, crosscountry-skies and 
other equipment to explore the rich cultural landscape in the Alta region. The visitor 
centre is also used as a reversed ’Inn på tunet’ where local producers exhibit products 
or machines during e.g. market days. The visitor centre also has a small café for locally 
produced meals and drinks

Kaupangplassen is an open public space which can be used as a market and event 
square for both the Regional Visitor Centre and Fellesskapet Community Centre.  
Here, a slate biotope is established early in the development  to try out different plant-
ings and monitor their growth potential in the degraded landfill soil.

Strandveien 60 - previously used for slate processing - is developed as the new Fell-
esskapet Community Centre. The potential of the building is investigated as a process 
by new inhabitants at Skiferkaia. Fellesskapet can be used as an indoor winter market. 
temporary activites, provide space for events by social clubs and associations in Alta.

The middle part of the residential development at Skiferkaia. The buildings 
are to be built using locally acquired and produced materials.  Buildings should 
contain housing but can also have small scale public programs.

The western part of the new residential 
development at Skiferkaia. The buildings 
similarly to the East- and Midt-Bygget. The 
disposition of buildings will create smaller 
intimated places and support the spatial 
definition of the larger public places

New student housing at the edge of the plateau from Bossekop to-
wards Skiferkaia is established replace the existing facilities. The new 
housing integrates with the public  space - ‘Passasjen’ and ‘Skiferstien’  
- connecting the Bossekop Centre to Skiferkaia. 

The new Bossekopkaia is in close relation to the 
Alta 1:1 laboratory and associated markers space. 
The excavated landfill creates a zone for testing e.g. 
floating capacity on new structures Bossekopkaia 
also works as pick-up point for fjord tourists. 

Alta 1:1 Laboratory
Strandveien 60 - is inhabited 
by students, entrepreneurial  
spirits and craftsman who are 
exploring and transforming 
the facilities into new uses. 
AIta becomes a place for 
startups, testing ideas and 
prototyping knowledge in 1:1 
experiments.
The buildings is host to both 
offices and workshops where 
users have the chance to in-
tegrate their solutions in the 
Skiferkaia resident’s daily life.

–A strong spatial connection between Bossekop Centre on the 
upper plateau and the new Kaupang Plass and Felleskaia by the 
fjord is established as part of Phase 1.  The new connection is 
established as a series of urban spaces which allow for new 
ways of inhabiting the former industrial site in Skiferkaia.
–The existing building Strandveien 48 is inagurated as the new 
Felleskapet Community Centre. The building has an open pro-
gram as a community building where indoor markets, tempo-
rary activities and events can take place. 
–A  kayaking station and maritime clubhouse is established clos-
est to the fjord as a part of the new activites around Felleskaia. 
–The site is densified with low-rise buildings to withstand the 
sometime rough winds at Skiferkaia. Residential units and small 
businesses in Midt-bygget at Skiferkaia, and new student housing 
at the Bossekop plateau. 
–A coastal connection towards Hjemmeluft and the Alta Muse-
um should be established in phase one to allow movent along 
the coastline through the site from day one of the transforma-
tion.

–The square Skiferplassen and the quay Bossekopkaia is as part 
of Phase 2 established to create and strengthen the 2nd connec-
tion between Bossekop Centre, Skifferkaia and the fjord.
–The existing building Strandveien 40 is transformed into Alta 
Regional Visitor Centre serving as an information point for tour-
ists, renting out equipment for exploring the landscapes of Alta 
and selling locally produced food and drinks. 
–The old factory building Strandveien 60 is transformed into  
Alta 1:1 Labaratory which is to be inhabited by students, entre-
preneurs, local craftsmen, and startups testing ideas and proto-
typing knowledge.
–The site is further densified with housing units build as the first 
half of the Vest-bygget.

Phase 1Development Strategy
Spatial and programmatic densification

Phase 1

Bossekop CentrePhase 2

Phase 3

Phase 3 Connecting The Two Plateaus

Programmatic densification
Phase 2

–The site reaches its maximum built density in Phase 3 where 
more housing units are constructed as part of Øst-Bygget and 
the final half of Vest-bygget.

A mix of functions, activites and people are brought into the 
new social context of Skiferkaia. 
 

The Unknown Ideas
Phase 3

Alta fjord

Strandveien 60

Strandveien 48

Strandveien 40

Felleskjøpet

E6 Mainroad
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nThe transformation of Skiferkaia into an inhabited part 

of Alta is initiated by integrating Skiferkaia spatially with 
the existing Bossekop Centre. 
The project suggests a three-phased implementation 
gradually creating a distinct urban environment draw-
ing on the existing amenities in the Bossekop centre.
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Phase 1: New coastal connec-
tion towards Hjemmeluft and 
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Tourists practicing payaking before a longer tripPeople meeting at Bossekopkaia

Locals from Bossekop Centre on there way to Skiferkaia

Tourist on their way to Fjord Fishing and Safari

Future Archetypes of Skiferkaia

The Local Craftsman The Student Resident The Nature Guide

The Student (Soon to be dropout)

The Working Professional The Alta & Bossekop Local

The Reindeer HerderThe Local FarmerThe TouristThe Entrepreneur

Self-employed and shares a 
workshop at Skiferkaia with 
three friends who are also run-
ning their own businesses. The 
local Craftsman owns a house 
near Bossekop Centre and walks 
everyday along the Passage 
down to Skiferkaia.

Lives in student housing in Skiferkaia. 
Takes the bus to university three times 
a week and is employed as a student 
assistant at Alta Regional Visitor Centre

Lives outside of Skiferkaia but comes 
here on a daily basis as he has an in-
terest in entrepreneurship and self-
made building and finds there to be 
an interesting local community sup-
porting his interest at Skiferkaia

Is in Alta for an extended weekend. 
She has been at the world heritage 
site at Alta Museum to see the famous 
rock carvings. Now she has signed up 
for two days hike ‘from Skiferkaia to 
Skiferquarry’ exploring the contempo-
rary cultural landscape.

Part-time employed at The Arctic 
University of Norway in Alta (UiT) 
as an Assistant Professor. However, 
he spends most of his time on devel-
oping a new prototype for harvesting 
tidal wave energy. The old prototype 
is currently being tested in the water 
next to Skiferkaia.

Self-employed and lives off taking 
tourist on tours into the arctic Fin-
nmark landscape around Alta. The na-
ture guide benefits from the location 
of Skiferkaia, which has access to both 
the waterways as well as major roads 
leading into the landscape.

Works in a company in Alta City 
Centre. Has recently moved to the 
Vest-Bygget in Skiferkaia where he 
lives in a unit with shared facilities. He 
enjoys to hang out around Skiferkaia 
and follow the development of differ-
ent projects.

Lives in Bossekop Centre and comes 
to Skiferkaia on a weekly basis to buy 
local produce. Walkes to Skiferkaia 
along ‘Skiferstien‘ where she often 
stops ‘Utsikten‘ and enjoy the view.

Like the Local Farmer he comes by 
Skiferkaia occasionally for larger mar-
ket days and cultural events where he 
shares knowledge on reindeer herding 
and how they administrate the move-
ment of the deer over the season

Comes to Skiferkaia on a monthly ba-
sis to sell some of his produce at the 
market. He uses the market days to 
promote his website to both nation-
al and international tourists who of-
ten order goods when they get back  
home. 

Living Living // Possible Building Types

Single units

Double units

Single unit - 
shared 
facilities

Double units - 
shared 
facilities

Social and Productive Prototyping New programs - Existing Buildings
Housing typology made by use of local resources.
Creates the base for building and socially densifying 
Skiferkaia. Each building has an extended area in front 
of it which can be inhabited and used by the residents

The new housing in Skiferkaia creates a con-
dition for social productivity.  Both reflected 
in how your unit is organised and how you 
interact with activities in the area. 

Small scale fjord-garden 
used by local resident. Build 
from local wood and developed 
in the ‘sealab startup’ studio

Works in Alta Regional  
Visitor Centre

Oyster harvest brought to Bossekop 

Indoor Market Days at Fellesskapet

Kayaking rest-platform and prototype for 
small scale use of tidal energy, which can be 
used along the fjords coastline. Developed 
by engineering students in collaboration 
with tourism student to explore strategies 
and possibilities for new types of coastal 
tourism

Kayaking tourist 
with rented kay-

aks exploring the 
coastal landscape
in the Alta region

2 examples of emerging synergies between existing 
buildings with new programs, new buildings, resi-
dents, other users and tourist.

The existing buildings in skifferkaia is subject to different 
transformation possibilities. The projekt suggest themes wich 
could integrate them in both a local and regional context and 
generate new urban qualities. 

Slate or Wood  
Roof

Alta Regional Visitor Centre

Fellesskapet

Alta 1:1 Laboratory

Social Base

Wood Structure  
& Facades

Productive SynergiesMaterial Meetings Material Use

3Alta

Entrepreneurs preparing a new tidal wave prototype Farmers market 

Vest-Bygget. A Mix of tourists and local residents inhabiting the street

Market Day in Fellesskapet

Reinkappkjøring bringing herders, tourists and local inhabitants together

The Sky Is The Limit
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